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ABSTRACT
Field-Coupled Nanocomputing technologies are the subject of ex-
tensive research to overcome current CMOS limitations. These
technologies include nanomagnetic and quantum structures, each
with its design and synchronization challenges. In this scenario
clocking schemes are used to ensure circuit synchronization and
avoid signal disruptions at the cost of some area overhead. Unfortu-
natelly, a nanocomputing technology is limited to a small subset of
clocking schemes due to its number of clocking phases and signal
propagation system, thus, leading to complex design challenges
when tackling the placement and routing problem resulting in tech-
nology dependant solutions. Our work consists on presenting a
novel framework developed by our team that solves these design
challenges when using distinct schemes, therefore, avoiding the
need to design pre-defined routing algorithms for each one. The
framework offers a technology independent solution and provides
interfaces for the implementation of efficient and scalable place-
ment strategies, moreover, it has full integration with reference
state-of-the-art optimization and synthesis tools.

CCS CONCEPTS
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1 INTRODUCTION
The complementary Metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) is the cur-
rent technology used by the industry to mass produce integrated
circuits. The scaling theory of CMOS transistors [12] has been of
critical importance to fabricate chips with an increasingly higher
number of these switching devices. Unfortunately, the miniaturiza-
tion of this fundamental component cannot continue indefinitely
as atomic limitations [9, 16] bound it. A novel computing paradigm
known as Field-Coupled Nanocomputing (FCN) [1] has been ex-
tensively studied to overcome this ever approaching barrier. Many
technologies have been proposed for this novel method of perform-
ing computation [1]. Two important examples of these technologies
are the Quantum-Dot Cellular Automata (QCA) [22, 23] and the
Nanomagnetic Logic (NML) [11].

FCN technologies show great promise as they offer low power
consumption, no static power dissipation and high operation fre-
quencies [20]. They process information by cascading signals through
its building blocks, those which are arranged as arrays to build wires
and logic elements [7, 18]. When cascading information through

these technologies’ building blocks, there is a need to synchronize
the signal propagation using a clocking system. It is common to
organize clocking systems in clocking schemes to solve synchro-
nization issues, thus orchestrating the signal propagation in the
circuit [8]. Also, clocking schemes prevent signal disruptions due to
technology-related limitations. These advantages come at the cost
of some area overhead. Each FCN technology has a distinct way
of handling signal propagation. Moreover, the number of clocking
phases may vary from one another, resulting in different clocking
scheme designs, and thus making the design process of FCN circuits
a challenging technology-bounded problem.

The main challenges in FCN P&R include the variety in clocking
scheme designs and the need to develop unique algorithms to each
one independently. Moreover, each solution needs to implement its
own set of procedures for area minimization. Well-known synthesis
and optimization tools are of crucial importance to aid the process
of working with the circuit graph and making use of sophisticated
partition techniques.

In this paper, we present Ropper, a novel open-source electronic
design automation (EDA) framework for FCN technologies. Our tool
handles the problem of using distinct clocking scheme designs by
abstracting technology-bounded characteristics. It also introduces
well-defined interfaces for generic placement and routing (P&R)
strategies, allowing for trivial implementations of state-of-the-art
algorithms. Moreover, Ropper is fully integrated with well-known
synthesis and optimization tools [6, 28]. Reference state-of-the-
art P&R frameworks support either QCA or NML technologies.
Ropper provides support to clocking schemes currently available
in the literature. As case studies, we demonstrate the use of two
clocking schemes in Ropper. Moreover, Ropper is the only FCN P&R
framework that integrates to reference synthesis and optimization
tools and offers an open-source implementation1.

The rest of the paper is divided as follows. In Section 2 we review
the main concepts of the QCA and NML technologies as well as
two reference clocking schemes. Section 3 presents related work.
Section 4 discusses an in-depth overview of the structure of our
framework, our main design choices, integration with external
libraries, and extensibility features. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss
our next goals and planned functionalities.

1Available at: https://gitlab.com/formigoni/ropper



2 A REVIEW OF FIELD-COUPLED
TECHNOLOGIES

In this Section, we present key concepts about QCA and NML
nanotechnologies. We also present clock scheme strategies for nan-
otechnologies.

2.1 The Quantum-dot Cellular Automata
Technology

The QCA technology represents binary information utilizing a set
of regular quadrilateral cells. Each of these cells envelops four quan-
tum dots, and two mobile electrons, which can occupy a distinct
quantum dot. These quadrilateral structures represent the binary
value 0when assuming an inverted diagonal configuration as shown
in Figure 1a, the binary value 1 is represented by a regular diagonal
configuration as shown in Figure 1b.

The binary information is propagated when a cell interacts with
each other to change the disposition of its’ neighbors free elec-
trons. The QCA technology utilizes a four-phase clock cycle, i.e.
switch, hold, release and relax [2, 17, 21]. By using this clocking
system, the signal propagates from cell to cell allowing for circuit
synchronization and scalable designs.

The fundamental logic element of the QCA technology is the
majority gate. This element is composed of five QCA cells of which
three serve as inputs. The middle cell replicates the signal that most
appear in the inputs and transfers the resulting signal to a fifth cell
which serves as an output. This behavior is also called the majority
vote since the gate replicates the signal that appears most. Two
majority gate logic examples are shown in Figures 1c and 1b.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: (a) QCA Binary Logic 0. (b) QCA Binary Logic 1. (c)
Majority vote yields the binary result of 0. (d) Majority vote
yields the result of 1.

2.2 The Nanomagnetic Logic Technology
The NML technology utilizes nanomagnets that alternate its magne-
tizations between the upwards and downwards directions, e.g., the
binary logic 0 shown in Figure 2a and the binary logic 1 as shown in
Figure 2b. The NML technology, also known as the magnetic QCA,
also performs majority logic using the majority gate structure from
Figure 2c. The magnet polarization and NML signal propagation
changes by applying an external magnetic field [3, 15] or exploring
the spin Hall effect [4] to avoid the power cost associated with
generating the magnetic field [25].

Unfortunately, due to thermal noise, the signal propagation is
bound to a maximum of five consecutive magnets [10]; after this
limit, the resulting signal can have an incorrect value. The signal

disruption caused by this limitation is avoided by the usage of a
clocking scheme and a 3-phase clocking system [31], as opposed to
the 4-phase clocking system in the QCA technology. These phases
are known as reset, hold and switch.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: (a) Downwards magnet polarization representing
the binary logic 0. (b) Upwards magnet polarization repre-
senting the binary logic 1. (c) A majority logic gate which
utilizes A, B, and C as inputs.

2.3 Clocking Schemes
Clocking schemes are patterns which define the signal flow direc-
tion and delay. Routing circuits through them mean that we can
amortize issues such as signal disruption and synchronization at
the cost of some area overhead.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) The basic building block of the Bidirectional
Alternating Nanomagnetic clocking scheme. (b) The basic
building block of the Universal, Scalable and Efficient clock-
ing scheme.

Figure 3 shows both the clocking schemes that we use in our
work, the Bidirectional AlternatingNanomagnetic Clocking Scheme
(BANCS) [14] (figure 3a) and the Universal, Scalable and Efficient
Clocking Scheme (USE) [8] (figure 3b). In these clocking schemes,
each number denotes a region. A region of a clocking scheme is
a regular quadrilateral which, has a technology bound size and
can hold a certain amount of logical elements. A clocking scheme
with regions of dimensions 3x3 can hold up to nine magnets in the
BANCS clocking scheme, as shown by the highlight in Figure 3a.
Furthermore, a clocking scheme with regions of dimensions 5x5
can hold up to twenty-five quantum-dots as shown by the highlight
in Figure 3b.

3 RELATEDWORK
P&R for FCN circuits is a complex problem, especially when using
clocking schemes. In this Section, we discuss the reference frame-
works and their approach to offer feasible solutions. For the NML
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Table 1: Technology and Clocking Scheme Support

P&R Clocking Scheme Support Open-Source Extendable

Ropper Unrestricted Yes Yes
ToPoliNano Not Available No Not Available

Fiction Unrestricted Yes Yes

technology the ToPoliNano [30] tool provides design and simulation
modules. It uses a logic synthesizer to perform the translation of
VHDL files into a specific logic gates set, a parser to represent the
VHDL as a graph stored in memory, a P&R module to structure the
circuits’ layout and a simulation module to perform power, data and
area analysis. Unfortunately, the tool is not open-source, moreover,
it does not offer support for the usage of a clocking scheme and its
designed specifically for the NML technology.

Previous work on QCA P&R uses graph partitioning strate-
gies [24, 26, 27], thus, achieving heuristically acceptable solutions.
Unfortunately, most of these solutions do not offer open-source
implementations. Moreover, the implementations are technology-
bounded and difficult to adapt to other FCN paradigms.

The Fiction framework [33, 34] is the current open-source state-
of-the-art reference for dealing with the FCN P&R design issues
in QCA. The authors define a set of three design constraints to be
satisfied to realize a successful transposition of the circuit’s graph
onto a clocking scheme pattern. The first constraint determines
that only a single logic gate must be assigned to a clocking region.
These regions usually have small dimensions (generally 5x5 for
USE and 3x3 for BANCS), which are very close to the dimensions
of the majority gate itself. The second constraint dictates that wires
must connect logic gates with logical connections or be in adjacent
clocking zones. The last constraint refers to the clocking scheme
structure, where an identifier is assigned for each clocking phase to
control the sequential flow of the signals through the pattern. For
the generation of valid scalable P&R solutions, the authors work
with solving the orthogonal graph drawing (OGD) [5, 13] problem
which has many similarities with the P&R problem. Unfortunately,
the OGD algorithm limits Fiction flexibility. As a consequence, it is
not possible to adjust the number of wires and/or gates allowed for
each cell, increasing the area overhead.

Ropper solves the issue of working with distinct clocking scheme
designs through a mixed strategy of the breadth-first search and
dynamic programming algorithms. Since our framework is not
bounded by a specific algorithm, the wire limit in regions with and
without assigned logic gates can be changed trivially. Thus, leading
to greater area compaction in clocking schemes with moderate
sized regions, Figure 4 illustrates this by showing a wire and a
majority gate in the same clocking region. Moreover, due to our
generic approach, it is possible to deal with tree phase clocking
schemes such as BANCS, allowing for the P&R of NML circuits as
well.

Table 1 summarizes current technologies and clocking schemes
support for the tools presented in this section. The metric used to
determine a framework support of a technology is its hability to
handle its supported clocking schemes.

Figure 4: A wire and a majority gate within the same region.

As a summary of this section, Ropper provides dynamically
adjustable wire limits for regions with and without an assigned
logic gates leading to greater area compaction. Our framework also
allows for the usage of various clocking scheme designs due to
its generic approach for solving the routing problem, in addition,
supporting the P&R process for circuits of the NML technology.

4 ROPPER FRAMEWORK STRUCTURE
In this Section, we present the main characteristics of the Ropper
framework.

4.1 Features
Ropper is independent of the clocking scheme, the P&R strategy,
and the FCN technology. This level of flexibility is due to con-
figurable technology related parameters. These parameters allow,
for example, the customization of the maximum number of wires
routed through a region with and without logic gates. Our frame-
work solves clocking schemes issues by using a combination of a
Breadth-First Search and a Dynamic Programming strategy. Ropper
provides a well-defined interface for creating user-defined strate-
gies to solve the P&R design problem.

Our previous research inspired Ropper [19, 29], where we pre-
sented a novel placement and routing algorithm for QCA and also
defined a divide-and-conquer methodology to explore all of the
solution space of a circuit graph representation. By refining our
methods, we have generalized our approach to encompass not only
QCA but also other FCN technologies such as NML. Our framework
integrates the cirkit [28] tool and its submodules: lorina [28] and
mockturtle [28]. The first is a logic network parsing library and
the latter, a library for logic optimization and synthesis. Also, our
framework has access to cirkit’s integration with Berkeley’s ABC
tool [6], providing its state-of-the-art algorithms. The processes
of placement and routing are co-related, raising the challenge of
separating the algorithms so that they do not need to interact with
each other, thus, improving modularity and extendability.

Our approach decouples the steps above and defines separate
interfaces for both of them. In its current version, our framework
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provides routing through dynamic programming and placement
through the implementation of a user-defined strategy. We demon-
strate in Section 5 the experimental results of the framework when
using the Simulated Annealing algorithm [32] for area minimiza-
tion, which takes advantage of the multiple inheritance technique
available in C++. This technique allows for implementing a con-
crete class with access to the algorithm’s interface and the strategy’s
dataset. Therefore, using current placement information to perturb
and calculate the cost of the solutions during the whole process.

4.2 Routing Graphs Through Divergent
Clocking Schemes Patterns

In this Section, we describe how our framework performs the rout-
ing of MIGs through distinct clocking schemes. Figure 5 shows a
diagram representation of the framework (some structures have
been omitted for conciseness).

Figure 5: Ropper and external tools modules.

The main controller is used to control both the routing and
placement processes. Through this main controller, it is possible to
configure the maximum number of wires and/or logic gates that
can occupy each cell, i.e. configure the routing controller (marked
in blue). The standard routing algorithm used in our framework is
a combination of a breadth-first search and dynamic programming
(DP) techniques. Our implementation follows generic programming
methodologies, therefore, allowing for any algorithm to be used in
its place as long as it implements the necessary operations required
by the controller.

The breadth-first search sequentially follows the clocking phases.
In the USE clocking scheme, this sequence ranges from one to four,
i.e. 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4 and so on. In the BANCS clocking scheme there
are clocking phase repetitions through its pattern. Moreover, the
used sequence ranges from one to three. In this scenario, changing
from a region with a specific clocking phase identifier to another
region with the same identifier does not implicate in a distance
increase. This is due to the distance being calculated with respect to
distinct sequential clocking phases and not the regions themselves.
As demonstrated so far, the process of calculating the distance
from a point to another consists in finding the minimum path
between them; as a direct consequence of this statement, all the
paths were already pre-calculated during the distance operations.

The dynamic programming algorithm allows for this to happen
for all the intermediate regions as well. The DP struture is created
along with the breadth first search, caching all the intermediate
paths posterior access with constant complexity.

4.3 Creating Controllers
From Figure 5 both the routing and the placement controllers can
be configured to behave in different ways to allow more flexibil-
ity when tackling a specific problem. Focusing on the placement
controller, it is possible to change its behavior by inheritance tech-
niques to create more sophisticated controllers used by the main
controller. The level of flexibility ranges from managing a simple
brute-force approach to orchestrating a graph partitioning mul-
tithreaded approach. The main controller has access to the logic
network, the field, and the placements’ information. It greatly in-
creases the granularity of the possible implementations at the cost
of some added complexity for its final form.

4.4 The Placement Problem
To serve as a base for future work and as a simple example to
show our frameworks’ capabilities, we implemented a strategy that
performs the P&R process sequentially with relation to the graphs’
levels. A possible more sophisticated approach can be based on [26]
and [24] which uses a global placement strategy and advanced
graph partitioning techniques.

Algorithm 1: One of the P&R Strategies that Can be Used in Our
Framework
Input :G - A Majority-Inverter Graph
Output :S - The P&R Result

1 begin
2 PlacementController← G ;
3 Depth← MaximumLevelOf (G);
4 while PlacementController→ Level () , Depth do
5 try:
6 PlacementController→ Next ();
7 RoutingController→ Route();
8 catch PlacementFailure
9 PlacementController→ Blacklist ();

10 catch RoutingFailure
11 PlacementController→ Blacklist ();
12 RoutingController→ Unroute();
13 catch BaseLevelFailure
14 return FALSE;
15 end
16 return TRUE;
17 end

The implemented strategy is shown by Algorithm 1. It performs
sequential method calls for the placement and the routing con-
trollers. Additionally, a blacklist method is used to set a cost that
represents infinity to states that lead to unfeasible solutions. To
reiterate, the entire placement process could be done before the
routing, but for a more didactic and intuitive example, we chose
not to do so. The process is successfully completed when the last
level of the graph is placed and routed, or all the states from the
first level are blacklisted, i.e. the process of P&R was unsuccessful.
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5 PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
To demonstrate Ropper, we use the benchmark circuit C17 from
iscas [35], which is represented by the graphs from Figure 6. Ini-
tially, we use the Lorina parsing library to read a Verilog file and
translate its structure into the majority-inverter graph (MIG), which
is represented by Figure 6a. The graph stored as a MIG is a direct
representation of the and-inverter graph (AIG) format using fixed
values in the majority logic gates to perform or and and operations,
therefore, not taking advantage of the majority-logic design.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Unoptimized majority-inverter graph. (b) Opti-
mized majority-inverter graph.

To change this scenario we use the mockturtle library to resyn-
thesize the MIG in a more efficient version shown in Figure 6b.
We have reduced the number of logic gates by one at the cost of
raising the number of edges from ten to eleven. Each level in the
graph of this example has a chosen weight of four for the USE
clocking scheme and a weight of three for the BANCS clocking
scheme. This choice was based on the number of phases for each
clocking scheme, with the goal of optimizing the process of finding
available paths in each pattern. The distance between two nodes is
measured in graph levels. This measurement is used to determine
the distance, measured in regions, that a node should be apart from
its fanin/fanout. This process can be summarized by Equation 1.

FD = LD ∗W (1)
Where FD is the field distance, LD is the distance between the

nodes’ current levels (Level Distance) and W is the weight of the
levels (Here we assume all the graph levels have the same weight).
The P&R process in this paper is performed for both the USE and
the BANCS schemes to demonstrate how to use different clocking
scheme patterns in our framework.

The parameters used for testing consisted of allowing up to three
wires the cross the same region and also allow one wire to cross a
region with an assigned logic gate. The resulting area of the circuit
is directly affected by technology dependent parameters. Possible
future discoveries might lead to a relaxation of them. The resulting
P&R is represented by Figure 7. Figure 7a represents the output for
the USE clocking scheme and Figure 7b represents the output for
the BANCS clocking scheme.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In our work we developed an extensible framework to solve the
P&R problem when using distinct clocking schemes, allowing for
customizable parameters and technology independent behavior.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Final P&R for the circuit C17. (a) Placement and
routing in the USE clocking scheme. (b) Placement and rout-
ing in the BANCS clocking scheme.

Moreover, we used two clocking scheme designs to verify our
methodology and finally, presented the resulting layouts of the
P&R processes.

Our framework is an ongoing effort to offer efficient and generic
solutions for FCN design flows. As future work directions, we plan
to develop more scalable P&R algorithms for FCN circuits..
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